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AFC 339

Western University Historical Photograph Collection. 1900-2000. photographs

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Western University Archives and Special Collections: Western Archives was formally established in 2001. It moved to the Archives and Research Collections Centre (ARCC), which was formally opened in 2004. The J.J. Talman Regional Collection and James and Ellen Rea Benson Special Collections of Western Libraries moved to the ARCC at the same time, and were later absorbed into the Archives. The name was updated in 2018 to Western University Archives and Special Collections.

Scope and Content
This collection consists of photographs relating to the development of Western University. It is an artificial collection that was created by Western Archives and its predecessors.

Restrictions
Access to records is generally unrestricted, but access to some is restricted for preservation reasons, and/or because the records have been reformatted.
Series Descriptions

AFC 339-S1 Panoramic Photographs of Opening Exercises October 16-17 1924.

Photographs

Scope and Content

This series consists of photographs taken on the occasion of the opening ceremonies of Western's new campus in October, 1924.

AFC 339-S1-I1 Representatives of the Universities of Canada and Ontario Law Society, Board of Governors, Senate and Faculty of the University of Western Ontario, October 16, 1924. -- 1924. -- Box Number MC23-13

Scope and Content

Photograph R980, Panoramic Camera Company, Toronto.

AFC 339-S1-I2 Academic Procession Opening Exercises October 16, 1924. -- 1924. -- 1 photograph : panorama. -- Box Number MC 23-13

Scope and Content

Photograph R981 of Panoramic Camera Company, Toronto.

AFC 339-S1-I3 University of Western Ontario Opening Exercises October 17, 1924. -- 1924. -- 1 photograph : panorama. -- Box Number MC23-13

Scope and Content

Photograph R986 of Panoramic Camera Company, Toronto.

AFC 339-S1-I4 Opening of University of Western Ontario Middlesex Day Unveiling Ceremony October 17, 1924. -- 1924. -- 1 photograph : panorama

Scope and Content

Photograph number R987, Panoramic Camera Company, Toronto.
Photographs

Scope and Content

Photographs of aerial views of campus, buildings, convocation ceremonies and faculty related to Western University. Includes photographs by Ron Nelson.

Restrictions

Access to records is generally unrestricted, but access to some is restricted for preservation reasons, and/or because the records have been reformatted.

AFC 339-S2-SS1 Aerial Views of Campus.
1930-1990

Scope and Content

Aerial photographs of Western's main campus, many taken by Ron Nelson. See also Aerial Photograph of Campus by Ron Nelson (Box UWO4).

AFC 339-S2-SS1-F1 Aerial Views of Campus. -- 1930-1990. -- Black & White and Colour Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS1-F2 Aerial Views of Campus. -- [1930-1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS1-F3 Aerial Views of Campus. -- 1932-1939. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-14

Scope and Content

Coloured photographs by A. Gleason, includes J.W. Little (Stadium)

AFC 339-S2-SS1-F4 Aerial Views of Campus. -- 1940-1951. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-14

Scope and Content

Includes photographs by Ron Nelson.

AFC 339-S2-SS1-F5 Aerial Views of Campus. -- [1960-1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-14


AFC 339-S2-SS2 Art on Campus.
1960-1970

AFC 339-S2-SS2-F1 Art on Campus. -- [1960-1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3 Buildings.
1930-1990

Scope and Content

Photographs relating to Western's campus buildings and other built features. Includes photographs by Ron Nelson.

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F1 UWO Buildings. -- 1944. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F2 Buildings: Various. -- [1940-1990]. -- Photographs and textual records. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

Scope and Content

Includes incl. Construction magazine re: 1st buildings on campus; We meet the challenge to
Education publication and photographs of buildings around campus.

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F3 Alumni Hall. -- [1970]. -- Photographs and negatives. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F4 Biological and Geological Sciences. -- [1950]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F5 Book Store. -- 1972-1979. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F6 University Bridge. -- 1923-1930. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F7 Business/Ivey. -- 1940-1952. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F8 Collip Medical Research Laboratory. -- [1950]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F9 Cronyn Observatory. -- 1930-1973. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F10 Engineering. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F11 Richmond Street Gates. -- 1950-1970. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F12 Heating Plant. -- [1930-1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F13 J.W. Little Memorial Stadium. -- [1930-1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F14 Law. -- [1950]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F15 Libraries. -- [1960-1989]. -- Photographs and negatives. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F16 McIntosh Gallery. -- 1950-1992. -- Photograph and textual record. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-10

*Scope and Content*

See AFC 339-10 for additional photographs of McIntosh Gallery.

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F17 Medical School. -- 1900-1950. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F18 Middlesex College. -- [1960-1980]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F19 Science (Natural Science). -- 1920-1950. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F20 Somerville House. -- [1950-1960]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F21 Stevenson Hall. -- 1950. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F22 Thames Hall. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS3-F23 University College. -- 1920-1970. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F24 Physical Plant. -- 1970-1983. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F25 Sod Turning for new Western University Buildings - April 22nd, 1922. -- ca.1922. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6


AFC 339-S2-SS3-F27 University Community Centre. -- [1970]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F28 Kingsmill Farm (Western University Campus Site). -- [190?]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F29 Cornerstone Laying of Alumni Hall. -- ca.1966. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F30 Institute of Public Health. -- 1925-1930. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F31 Victoria Hospital. -- ca.1970. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F32 Science Building (Interior). -- ca. 1920. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F33 Physics Department (Various Locations). -- 1920-1956. -- Photographs and textual documents. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F34 Science Building - Gargoyles. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F35 Children's Hospital (South Street). -- [1920]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F36 Lawson Library. -- 1920-1940. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F37 University College (Arts Building). -- 1920-1989. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F38 Convocation Hall (University College). -- ca.1930. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F39 Meek Memorial Laboratory and Cancer Clinic. -- ca.1950. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F40 Medical School - Victoria Hospital Campus. -- 1920-1950. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F41 Cafeteria [Science Building]. -- ca.1920. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F42 Medical School (Large Photographs). -- 1920-1925. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-7

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F43 Somerville House. -- 1950-1960. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-10

Scope and Content
Includes photographs taken by Ron Nelson.

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F45 Historical Buildings (off campus). -- [1930-1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-15

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F46 University Bridge & Jeffery Memorial Gates. -- [ca.1930]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-15

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F47 Faculty of Law - Josephine Spencer Niblett. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-15

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F48 Biology Building. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-15

Scope and Content
Photographs by Ron Nelson.

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F49 King's College. -- [1960]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-15

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F50 Engineering. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-15

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F51 Dental Building. -- [1960]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-15

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F52 Middlesex College. -- [1980]. -- Colour Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-16

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F53 Elborn/Althouse College. -- [1960-1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-16

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F54 Natural Science Building. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-16

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F55 Nursing Building. -- [1950-1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-16

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F56 University College (Arts Building - War Memorial Tower). -- [1930-1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-16

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F57 Medical School. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-16

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F58 Mcintosh Memorial Art Gallery. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-16

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F59 Thames Hall. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-17

Scope and Content
Photographs by Ron Nelson.

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F60 Observatory - Hume Cronyn Memorial and Elginfield. -- [1930-1969]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-17

AFC 339-S2-SS3-F61 Stevenson Hall. -- [1940-1950]. -- Large photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-17
AFC 339-S2-SS3-F62 Sydenham Hall . -- [1950]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-17


Scope and Content
Includes the Cronyn Observatory, University Gates, Collip Medical Research Building and Thames Hall.

AFC 339-S2-SS4 Clubs.
1900-1980
Scope and Content
Photographs relating to student clubs on campus.

AFC 339-S2-SS4-F1 Liberal Club . -- [1950]. -- Photograph . -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS4-F2 Gilbert and Sullivan Society . -- 1960-1970. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS4-F3 Literary Society . -- 1910-1920. -- Photographs and textual records. -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS4-F4 Literary Society . -- 1911-1912. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-13

AFC 339-S2-SS5 Colleges.
1900-1980
Scope and Content
Photographs relating to Western's affiliated colleges.

AFC 339-S2-SS5-F1 Assumption (Windsor). -- [1940]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS5-F2 Brescia. -- 1930-1980. -- Photographs and textual record. -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS5-F3 Dufferin (Hellmuth Boys College). -- [1900]. -- Photographs and textual records. -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS5-F4 Huron College . -- 1850-1980. -- Photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS5-F5 King's College . -- [1980]. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS5-F6 St. Peter's Seminary . -- 1930-1971. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS6 Construction.
1920-1980
Scope and Content
Photographs of major construction projects on campus, primarily the first buildings on the present campus (built 1922-1924).

AFC 339-S2-SS6-F1 Tree Planting on Campus . -- 1920-1950. -- Photographs and newspaper clippings. -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS6-F2 Construction: 1923-1934. -- 1923-1934. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-1
AFC 339-S2-SS6-F3 Construction: Early Construction -- 1922-1924. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS6-F4 Construction on Campus -- 1920-1980. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS6-F5 Construction (Photograph Album). -- 1922-1930. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS6-F6 Construction: Lawson Library. -- 1933-1935. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-1

AFC 339-S2-SS7 Convocation.
1932-1984

Scope and Content
Photographs relating to Western's formal convocation ceremonies.


Scope and Content
Graduates and Faculty at Graduation

AFC 339-S2-SS7-F2 Convocation. -- 1934-1969. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Graduates and Faculty at Graduation

AFC 339-S2-SS7-F3 Convocation. -- [1950]-1983. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Graduates and Faculty at Graduation

AFC 339-S2-SS7-F4 Convocation, 1932. -- [ca.1932]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Graduates and Faculty at Graduation

AFC 339-S2-SS7-F5 Convocation, 1934. -- [ca.1934]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Graduates and Faculty at Graduation

AFC 339-S2-SS7-F6 Convocation, 1936. -- [ca.1936]. -- Photographs

Scope and Content
Graduates and Faculty at Graduation

AFC 339-S2-SS7-F7 Convocation, 1938. -- [ca.1938]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Graduates and Faculty at Graduation

AFC 339-S2-SS7-F8 Convocation - Founder's Day, March 7th, 1978. -- ca.1978. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS8 Faculties and Departments.
1928-1985

Scope and Content
Series consists of photographs documenting Western's faculties, schools, and departments.
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F1 Anthropology. -- [1975]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F2 Business. -- [1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F3 Chemistry. -- 1934-1980. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F4 Dentistry. -- 1965-1974. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F5 Engineering. -- 1965-1971. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F6 English. -- [1930]-1979. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F7 French. -- [1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F8 Geology. -- [1950-1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F10 Journalism. -- 1971-1982. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F11 Law. -- [1930]-1981. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F12 Mathematics. -- [1930-1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F13 Medicine. -- [1930]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F15 Natural Science. -- 1971-1977. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F16 Physical Education. -- [1930-1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F17 Secretarial Science. -- [ca.1928]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F18 Social Science. -- [1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F19 Medicine Class Photographs. -- [1900-1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F20 Nursing. -- [1900-1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6
AFC 339-S2-SS8-F21 Summer School. -- [1935-1940]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS9 Heritage Western.  
1930-1978  
Scope and Content  
Series consists of photographs compiled to assist in celebration of Western's 100th anniversary.  

AFC 339-S2-SS9-F1 Heritage Western. -- 1930-1978. -- Photographs: Large negatives. -- Box Number AFC 339-2
AFC 339-S2-SS9-F2 Heritage Western: A Celebration. -- [ca.1978]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Photo negatives and exhibition photographs/captions

AFC 339-S2-SS10 Museum of Indian Archaeology.
1939-1986

Scope and Content
Series relates to the Museum of Indian Archaeology, now the Museum of Ontario Archaeology, and its predecessors.

AFC 339-S2-SS10-F1 Museum of Indian Archaeology. -- 1939-1983. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Includes photographs of Dr. Wilfrid Jury

AFC 339-S2-SS10-F2 Museum of Indian Archaeology. -- [ca.1986]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

AFC 339-S2-SS11 Military.
1916-1938

Scope and Content
Series consists of photographs relating to military units on campus at Western.

AFC 339-S2-SS11-F1 Military, No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital, Plaque Ceremony, 1938. -- 1938. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

AFC 339-S2-SS11-F2 Military, No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital, Plaque Ceremony, 1938. -- 1916-1938. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
No.10 Stationary Hospital, Plaque Ceremony, 1938


AFC 339-S2-SS12 People.
1900-1991

Scope and Content
Series consists of portraits and other pictures of people associated with Western, such as administrators, faculty, staff, and students. Many individuals are not identified.

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F1 People: A. -- [1960-1980]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F2 People: B . -- [1930]-1978. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3


AFC 339-S2-SS12-F4 People: D. -- 1960-1980. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F5 People: E. -- 1974-1980. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F6 People: F. -- 1975-1983. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F8 People: H. -- 1920-1983. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F9 People: I. -- 1984. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F10 People: J. -- [1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3


AFC 339-S2-SS12-F12 People: L. -- [1900-1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F13 People: M. -- [1950-1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F14 People: Ruby Mason. -- ca.1920. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F15 People: N. -- [1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3


AFC 339-S2-SS12-F18 People: Q. -- [1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3


AFC 339-S2-SS12-F22 People: U. -- 1930-1990. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F23 People: V. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F24 People: W. -- [1940-1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3


AFC 339-S2-SS12-F26 People Identified. -- 1930-1985. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F27 People Identified - Groups. -- 1950-1980. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3


AFC 339-S2-SS12-F29 People: Female Students. -- 1970-1990. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3
AFC 339-S2-SS12-F30 People: Unidentified. – [1930-1980]. – Photographs. – Box Number AFC 339-3


AFC 339-S2-SS12-F32 D.B. Weldon. – [1940-1980]. – Photographs. – Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F33 Board of Governors - Administration. – [1920-1980]. – Photographs . – Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F34 Board of Governors - 1936. – 1936. – Photographs . – Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F35 Board of Governors - Laying of stone for Arts Building (University College). -- 1923. -- Photographs. – Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F36 Arthur T. Little . – [1920-1940]. – Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F37 W.J. Roche. – [1900-1920]. – Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F38 Col. Walter James Brown . – [1950]. – Photographs. – Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F39 K.P.R. Neville . – [1950]. – Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F40 Hippocratic Council [MOVED TO AFC 409]. -- 1932-1934. – 3 Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-11

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F41 Hippocratic Society [MOVED TO AFC 409]. -- 1935-1936. – 1 Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-11

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F42 Medical Journal Staff [MOVED TO AFC 409-10]. -- 1937-1939. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-11

Scope and Content
Date range 1937-1938, 1938-1939.

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F43 Western Medical Graduates [MOVED TO AFC 409]. -- 1892-1978. - - Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-11

Scope and Content


Scope and Content
Includes Jack J. Wettlaufer, Dean McKay, Arthur Little, Dr. McGregor, Dr. Ferguson, George E. Connell, Mr. H. Strudley, George Hall, Nathaniel C. James, E.E. Braithwaite, D.C. Williams, Frederick Banting, Dean Neville, W.J. Roche, Fred Landon, William Ferguson Tamblyn, Robert Franklin Sutherland, J.B. Campbell Sr, Maurice S. Baldwin, Allan K Adlington, Col. T. J. Murphy, Cockshutt and others.
AFC 339-S2-SS12-F45 Western Medical Graduates and Department (Western University Medical Department) [MOVED TO AFC 409]. -- 1894-1947. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-12

*Scope and Content*

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F46 Arts [Group Photographs]. -- 1886-1922. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-12

*Scope and Content*
Photographs frim 1866, 1888-1889, 1899 and 1922.

AFC 339-S2-SS12-F47 Board of Governors. -- 1949-1968. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-13

*Scope and Content*
Oversize photographs.

**AFC 339-S2-SS13 University Presidents. 1910-1970**

*Scope and Content*
Series consists of portraits of past Presidents of Western.

- **AFC 339-S2-SS13-F1 University Presidents. -- 1930-1950. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-3**
- **AFC 339-S2-SS13-F2 University Presidents. -- 1950-1970. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3**
- **AFC 339-S2-SS13-F3 University Presidents - George Edward Hall. -- 1947-1967. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3**
- **AFC 339-S2-SS13-F4 University Presidents - Nathaniel B. James. -- [1910]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3**
- **AFC 339-S2-SS13-F5 University President - Dr. S. Fox. -- [1942]. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-6**
- **AFC 339-S2-SS13-F6 University Presidents - E.E. Braithwaite . -- 1914-1919. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-6**
- **AFC 339-S2-SS13-F7 University Presidents - D.C. Williams . -- [1967-1977]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6**

**AFC 339-S2-SS14 Residences. 1960-1970**

*Scope and Content*
Series consists of photographs of student accommodations, both exterior and interior.

- **AFC 339-S2-SS14-F1 Residences. -- 1960-1970. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3**
- **AFC 339-S2-SS14-F2 Residences: Married Students. -- [1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-3**
- **AFC 339-S2-SS14-F3 Spencer Hall . -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6 AFC 339-10**

*Scope and Content*
Box AFC 339-10 contains large photographs of Spencer Hall.
AFC 339-S2-SS14-F4 Delaware Hall. -- 1965-1970. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-10

AFC 339-S2-SS14-F5 Medway Hall. -- 1960. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-16

AFC 339-S2-SS15 Sports.  
1922-1987  
Scope and Content
Series consists of photographs of teams, and related clubs, as well as sporting events.

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F1 Sports - Miscellaneous. -- [1950-1983]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4  
Scope and Content
Includes Karen Newton and Glenn Laframboise.

Scope and Content
Includes Joo Sung Kang, Dave Adams, Cindy Joives and Don Fraser.

Scope and Content
Includes Ron Shaver and Bob Zeisner.

Scope and Content
Includes Joell Walker, Bob Lawson and Danny Ongais.


Scope and Content
Includes Danny Ongais and Jeff Rosenbaum. Also included are pictures of golf and hockey on campus.

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F7 Sports - Basketball. -- 1922-1974. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4  
Scope and Content
Includes Brock Carltn, Donny Lewis, Robin Richardson and Scott McLeod.

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F8 Sports - Cheerleading and Marching Band. -- 1950-1976. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4  

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F9 Sports - Fencing. -- 1939-1975. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4  
Scope and Content
Includes fencing class group pictures.

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F10 Sports - Football. -- 1939-1987. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4  
Scope and Content
Includes Viscount Alexander.
AFC 339-S2-SS15-F11 Sports - Football . -- 1931-1982. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Scope and Content
Includes John Metras, Jeff Arp, Duncan Mckinley, Paul Ciavnrella and Cornish Frank

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F12 Sports - Hockey . -- 1927-1983. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Scope and Content
Includes Al Opatovsky, V. Dales, Peter Frasher, Murice Brion and Dave Roy.


AFC 339-S2-SS15-F15 Sports - Women's Sports . -- 1927-1985. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Scope and Content
Includes Jane Boake, Brenda Wilson, Rosemary Mckiaken and O.J. Thompson

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F16 Western University Atheletic Association. -- 1915-1920. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F17 Basketball Inter Faculty Champions. -- 1923-1924. -- Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F18 Western University Rugby Team. -- 1916. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F19 Western University Football Club . -- 1920. -- Photograph . -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F20 University of Western Ontario Rugby Team . -- 1923. -- Photograph . -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F21 University of Western Ontario Basketball Team . -- 1927. -- Photograph . -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F22 First All Meds Intermediate Intercollegiate Basketball Team . -- 1930-1931. -- Photograph . -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F23 University of Western Ontario Senior Basketball Team. -- 1922-1923. -- Photograph . -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F24 Inter Faculty Basketball Champions (Arts '24). -- 1922-1923. -- Photograph . -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F25 Western Medical College Basketball Team . -- 1905-1906. -- Photograph . -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F26 Western Medical College Basketball Team [Medicos Champions] . -- 1906-1907. -- Photograph . -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F27 Western University Basketball Team . -- 1917. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F28 Western University Varsity Basketball Team . -- 1903. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9
AFC 339-S2-SS15-F29 Western University Basketball Team. -- 1919-1920. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F30 Western University Basketball Team. -- 1920-1921. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F31 Inter Faculty Basketball Champions. -- 1921. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F32 Royal Military College Kingston vs Western - Football Game. -- ca. 1920. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

Scope and Content
Copies of original photographs

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F33 Winter Sports Club. -- 1919-1920. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F34 Western University Football Celebration - Vanier Cup. -- 1971. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F35 UWO Weightlifter - Unidentified. -- ca. 1970. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F36 Homecoming Parade. -- ca. 1960. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

Scope and Content
Not original photograph

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F37 Dinosaur Snow Sculpture outside of the Cronyn Observatory. -- ca. 1970. -- Photograph. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

Scope and Content
Not original photograph

AFC 339-S2-SS15-F38 [Group Photo]. -- ca. 1970. -- Colour photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-9

AFC 339-S2-SS16 Student Activities.
1907-1985

Scope and Content
Series consists of photographs relating to student life at Western, including events such as orientation, theatre, and dances.


AFC 339-S2-SS16-F2 Winter Weekend. -- 1925-1983. -- Box Number AFC 339-5

Scope and Content
Winter on Campus.

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F3 Theatre. -- 1907-1984. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-5

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F4 Student Activities - Miscellaneous. -- 1960-1985. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Scope and Content
Includes Jim Shaeffer, Val Douglas, Jane Bryden, Betty Sheck, Paula Howell and buildings around campus

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F5 Student Activities - Miscellaneous. -- 1950-1982. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4
Includes Virginia Henderson and Colette [Clark]

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F6 Student Activities - Miscellaneous. -- 1934-1983. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Includes student orientation, Karen Kirkpatrick, Ron Verdon, Cindy Cooper, Mary Crowley and Pete Kunekk

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F7 Student Activities - Miscellaneous. -- 1950-1985. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Includes Jim O'Neil, Ian Hunter, Geo Burton, Brian Reid and Ralph Willsey

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F8 Student Activities - Miscellaneous. -- 1960-1985. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Includes Adrian Harte and Carmen Mills

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F9 Student Activities - Miscellaneous. -- 1970-1985. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Includes Ken Stevens, Cindy Cooper, Anne Marie Bergeron, Pete Dobie, John Leblanc, Gord Thompson, Geoff Church, Bill Anderson.

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F10 Student Activities - Miscellaneous. -- 1975-1983. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Includes photographs of Lawrence Bernst, Lorraine Chalvat, S. Henderson, James Rayner, Cathy Muir, Jaki Scarello, Lou Hoffman, Rick Madonik and Jeff Blake.

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F11 Student Activities - Miscellaneous. -- 1970-1985. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-4

Includes photographs of Keith Filby, Dillon, Diane Harper, Howard Jacobs, Rick Collins and Jane Belch

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F12 Student Initiation (Frosh). -- 1922-1930. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

Includes Tug of War Contest in 1928

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F13 Western Fair Exhibit. -- 1937. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-6

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F14 Play Casts. -- 1911-1924. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-13

Several of the photographs are undated.

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F15 Queen of the Ball. -- [1940]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-19

Includes Corinne Aziz and Jane Edwards.

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F16 Queen of the Ball. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-19
Includes Pauline Potter, Carolyn Currie, Bev Hale, Ann Walker, Helen Maki and Barbara Cooke.

AFC 339-S2-SS16-F17 Queen of the Ball. -- [1960]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-19

Scope and Content
Includes Joy Legge, Gail Garniss and Penny Pidgeon.

AFC 339-S2-SS17 Miscellaneous.
1910-1999

Scope and Content
Series consists of material on a wide range of topics relating to Western University.

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F1 Food Services (Cafeterias). -- 1924-1976. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Cafeterias, etc.

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F2 Fraternities & Sororities. -- 1910-1961. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Houses etc.

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F3 Gazette. -- 1914-1922. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

Scope and Content
Gazette staff photos and newspaper clippings

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F4 Health Services. -- [1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F5 Homecoming. -- 1930-1982. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2


AFC 339-S2-SS17-F8 Parking. -- [1969]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F9 Trois Pistoles. -- 1939-1982. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-5

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F10 Western News Photographs. -- [ca.1982]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-2


Scope and Content
Student life on campus etc.


Scope and Content
Photographs of film negatives
Miscellaneous Photographs of buildings and people on campus, emphasis on Science departments etc.

Miscellaneous Photograph negatives, a couple of photograph negatives have written descriptions on them.

Includes photographs of Lester Pearson, Max Ferguson, Ralph Bunche, Jules Leger, Geo. G. Vanier, Stephen Lewis, Robert Stanfield, Joffer, Christian Barnard and Vincent Massey

Miscellaneous Photograph negatives, a couple of photograph negatives have written descriptions on them.

Includes photographs of Lester Pearson, Max Ferguson, Ralph Bunche, Jules Leger, Geo. G. Vanier, Stephen Lewis, Robert Stanfield, Joffer, Christian Barnard and Vincent Massey
Includes summer school, Pi Tau Kappa Fraternity, G.A.A. and the Newbury Barn Dance Group.

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F31 Student Housing. -- [1970]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-17

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F32 Photograph Album of Western University donated by the Kingsmill Family. -- 1923. -- Photograph album loose sheets. -- Box Number AFC 339-18

Scope and Content
Includes scenes of construction of University College, as well as a 1923 Western rugby team parade.

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F33 Jim Nelson's Scrapbook. -- [1950]. -- Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-18


Scope and Content
Includes Brescia College, University College, Sydenham Hall (Men's Residence), Delaware Hall (Women's Residence), Medical Science Building, School of Business Administration, College of Music, King's College, Entrance to the University, Middlesex College, Physics Building, Natural Science Centre and Lawson Memorial Library.

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F35 Illustrations by Clare Bice. -- [1930]. -- Two colour illustrations. -- Box Number AFC 339-19

AFC 339-S2-SS17-F36 Miscellaneous Photographs. -- [1978]. -- Five colour photographs. -- Box Number AFC 339-16

Scope and Content
Includes George Connell, Andrew Scott and P.K. John.
AFC 339-S3 Oversize Western Historical Photograph Files.
1894-1995.
Photographs

Scope and Content
This series contains oversize photographs relating to the history of Western University. Included are textual records and posters.

AFC 339-S3-I1 Tree Line from Western Road to Kingsmill Farm, Moore Survey. -- 1932. -- Photocopy of original. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I2 University Charter. -- [1930]. -- Photocopy of original. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I3 Middlesex College. -- [1930-1950]. -- Drawing. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I4 Aerial view of Western University Campus by O. Roy Moore Company. -- 1936. -- Watercolour painting. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I5 Map of Western University's Campus. -- 1968. -- Map. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I6 Six Drawings of University of Western Ontario by Gordon E. Payne. -- 1929. -- Six drawings. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I7 Drawing of the Engineering Building by O Roy Moore and Company. -- [1930]. -- Reproduction. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I8 Drawing of the Social Centre for Women by O Roy Moore and Company. -- [1930]. -- Reproduction. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I9 Aerial View of Campus. -- [1931]. -- Painting. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I10 Residence of Col. A.C. Spencer. -- [1950]. -- Watercolour painting. -- Box Number UWO1
AFC 339-S3-I11 Building Proposals. -- [1920]. -- Three drawings. -- Box Number UWO1

Scope and Content
Building proposals for science buildings and residences on campus.

AFC 339-S3-I12 Kingsmill Farm. -- 1924. -- Panorama picture. -- Box Number UWO4

Scope and Content
"Looking west or north west from the west side of the river"

AFC 339-S3-I13 Group photograph of Co-eds. -- 1905-1906. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I14 Unidentified Group Photograph. -- [1930]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I15 University College. -- 1926. -- Panorama picture. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I16 "Arts Western U". -- 1929. -- Panorama Picture. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I17 Academic procession, opening exercise, University of Western Ontario. -- 1924. -- Panoramic photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I18 [Balloons being released in front of University College]. -- [1970]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I19 Class of 1913. -- 1913. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4G
AFC 339-S3-I20 Homecoming Parade. -- [1980]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I21 University College. -- [195?]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I22 [Weldon Library Proposal]. -- [1980?]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I23 [Lawson Hall]. -- [195?]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I24 Kingsmill Family. -- [190?]. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I25 Jane Edwards, "Queen of the Ball, 1949". -- 1949. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I26 Buildings on Western University Campus. -- [1950]. -- Four photographs. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I27 W.T. White. -- [195?]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I28 Class of 1902. -- 1902. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I29 [Homecoming Parade]. -- [196?]. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I30 Arts First Year, "Western U". -- 1927. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I31 Portrait of a [University President]. -- [195?]. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I32 G. Howard Ferguson. -- [196?]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I33 [Good Holme]. -- [195?]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I34 [Goose Art]. -- [1970]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4

Scope and Content
[Related to the Visual Arts Department]

AFC 339-S3-I35 Student in Dorm Room, Huron College. -- 1906. -- Reproduction of original photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I36 [Student Protests]. -- [197?]. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I37 Unidentified Students. -- [197?]. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number UWO4

AFC 339-S3-I38 University of Western Ontario Senior Rugby Team. -- 1939. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I39 Unidentified Class Photograph. -- [192?]. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4

AFC 339-S3-I40 Class of 1916. -- 1916. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4
AFC 339-S3-I41 Meeting of the Board of Govenors, Stevenson Hall, February 16th, 1968. -- 1968. -- Photograph. -- Box Number UWO4